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SPECIAL PRACTICES BENEFIT
LONE STAR
ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

The ideas, procedures and methods used

to promote safety are countless. Some are

widely established, while others are de-

veloped locally to augment and stimulate

interest in a single safety program. Through
lack of dissemination, successful practices

adopted at one installation may fail to come
to the attention of others that might profit

from them.

Lone Star Army Ammunition Plant

personnel have developed several procedures

that have improved their safety program.

One of these is used by the installation’s

Central Safety Board. Like the typical

Central Safety Board, the group consists

of the Commanding Officer, the Plant

Manager and their respective staffs. What
makes this board unusual is the fact that

besides participating in its regular board

meetings, each member is scheduled for

and must attend at least one plant safety

meeting each month. The members then

report back to the Central Safety Board on

the quality of safety meetings being held

in the plant.

This program is further emphasized by

scheduling the board members to attend

plant safety meetings regardless of what

hour of the day or night the meetings are

held. Attendance at plant meetings not

only benefits the board members, but it also

serves to instill in employees the realization

that top management is vitally interested

in their safety. The practice has proved

to be very effective in promoting safety

throughout the installation.

Another program used at Lone Star Army
Ammunition Plant is the “ Management
Inspection Team. This consists of two

groups, one a preliminary inspection group

and the other a regular management in-

spection team. The preliminary inspection

group consists of the Line Engineer; Line

Superintendent; Line Safety Engineer,

Contractor; Line Safety Officer, Army (if

applicable); Plead Line Inspector, Con-

tractor; and Head Line Inspector, Army.
When a new operation is to be performed

this group conducts a preliminary safety

and operational evaluation of the line. When
the group has reached unanimous agree-

ment that the line is ready for operation,

the Line Engineer notifies the Director,

Engineering and Maintenance, that it is

ready for final evaluation by the manage-
ment inspection team.
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This team consists of the Director, En-

gineering and Maintenance; Director of

Technical Quality Control and Value
Analysis; Director of Safety and Plant

Protection; Chief of Safety, Army; and the

Director of Production.

These groups are authorized to correct

deficiencies and make all changes deemed
necessary. The “ Management Inspection

Team’ must be completely in agreement
before the line is permitted to be placed

in operation. This has proved to be of

tremendous value to Lone Star Army
Ammunition Plant by detecting and correct-

ing operating deficiencies and hazardous
conditions before a line is placed in opera-

tion.
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A SAFE FIRE HOSE TESTING METHOD
James Harvey

Chief. Fire Protection and Prevention Branch

Frankford Arsenal

The usual method for fire hose testing is

to connect the hose to the outlet of a stand-

ard fire department pumper and apply 250

psi for a five minute period. The nozzles are

closed during this pressure test. There have

been cases where personnel injury and

property damage have resulted when the

hose failed.

The Chief, Fire Protection and Prevention

Branch, Frankford Arsenal, has devised a

simple means of eliminating the hazard. A
male and female 2 1/2-inch coupling, with

a 5/16-inch brass plate in between the two,

were brazed back-to-back. A 1 /4-inch hole

was drilled through the center of the brass

plate. This double coupling is placed on the

outlet of the pumper and the hose line to

be tested is connected to the other end. It

permits the transmission of hydraulic

pressure to the hose under test but provides

an effective restriction to prevent water

from flowing through the line in dangerous

quantities in case the hose bursts.

This device was tested by coupling eight

lengths of hose together into a single line

400 feet long. Gauges spaced along the line

indicated equal pressures from pump to

nozzle.

2

The safety device developed at Frankford

Arsenal by Mr. Harvey consists of a male
coupling, a female coupling and a brass plate

brazed together as shown in Photo 1. The
small hole in the brass plate, shown in Photo

2, permits the transmission of hydraulic

pressure, but reduces the amount of water

that can flow through the line if it fails

during a pressure test.
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KANGAROO CLUB FLOURISHES
W. E. Albright

Safety Director, White Sands Missile Range

The Kangaroo Club at the White Sands

Missile Range is made up of ordinary

humans rather than bouncy Australian

mammals. It is a group of individuals who
have been saved from serious injury or

death in motor vehicle accidents. They
were saved not by luck or by chance but

as a direct result of a seat belt campaign.

When this was written, there were already

11 persons known to have membership in

the Kangaroo Club. Since civilian off-duty

accidents are not always reported, there

were perhaps others who qualify for mem-
bership.

The representative character of this group

provides a striking illustration of the broad

scope and far-reaching impact of a seat Belt

program. The 11 members include four

civilian employees, four soldiers, a civilian’s

wife, and a soldiers wife and child. The
vehicles involved included Army motor

vehicles, a leased vehicle, a privately-owned

vehicle in use on temporary duty, and

privately-owned vehicles in use during off-

duty hours.

This group can attest to the accuracy of

the American Medical Association’s view

that “Seat belts are the best single safety

item for cars today.’’

Had these accidents occurred a few

months earlier, the results might have been

tragically different. The seat belt program

appeared to be dormant at this installation.

It is true that a program was in effect. Belts

had been installed in military vehicles, and
regulations had been published requiring the

use of belts under certain conditions. Some
effort had been made to encourage the

installation and use of seat belts in pri-

vately-owned vehicles. On paper such a

program would pass muster, but measured
in terms of results, it was a failure. Serious

injuries and deaths in motor vehicle acci-

dents continued to mount.
Some months ago the program was

revitalized by the introduction of a few
carefully coordinated promotional steps.

Regulations were rewritten, clearly placing

responsibility upon the driver of the vehicle

with the support of the senior occupant.

Organization segment chiefs were urged to

support the program by taking appropriate

action against violators of the regulations.

Military Police were instructed to spot-

check vehicles for compliance. Safety Office

personnel, who were promoting seat belt

installation at committee meetings, were

“advised” to have them installed in their

own vehicles. (One of the persons saved

from a serious or fatal injury by his use of a

seat belt was a member of the Safety staff).

The program was also promoted through the

Daily Bulletin, the plant paper, and jumbo
posters. In addition White Sands Missile

Range became affiliated with the newly

organized Kangaroo Club.
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The existing program is admittedly far

from complete. From a window that over-

looks a street and parking area, one may
still see seat belt violations. But there are

many more instances of proper seat belt

usage. A step forward has been made. With
continued promotion, training and com-

mand backing at every level, a high degree

of success will be attained.

The dividends of such an effort lie in the

very existence of the group that was saved,

the group that is alive and unimpaired. It is

a living testimonial to the value and efficacy

of a seat belt program.

USE SEAT BELTS
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WATERLESS

HAND
CLEANER,

POTENTIAL

FIRE HAZARD

Issue No. 200, Health and Safety Informa-

tion (published by Division of Operational

Safety, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission)
calls attention to the fact that waterless

hand cleaners meeting Federal Specifications

P-H-31a are potential fire hazards.

Waterless hand cleaners are replacing

nonaqueous solvents as the means for

removal of oil, paint, grease and other

substances that are difficult to remove with

water soluble materials. Fire, toxicity and
dermatitis hazards associated with the use of

nonaqueous solvents will be substantially

reduced by the waterless hand cleaners

since Federal Specification P-H-31a requires

that they: “shall not irritate nor sensitize

the skin ”, “shall reduce the number of

bacteria on the skin by 93-98%
,
“shall be

stable”, “shall be free of objectionable odor”

and “shall have a flashpoint not lower than

104 - 109°F (varying with the type of

cleaner considered).

The range of flashpoints permitted by
Federal Specification P-H-31a is the object

of this word of caution. The range of flash-

points for these hand cleaners is comparable
to that of kerosene.

REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

AMCR20-3, 30 April 1964

Inspections and Investigations, Inspector

General

Inspection Reports on Nuclear Activities

AMCR-350-7, 12 January 1965

Education and Training, Military Training

Policies and Procedures (See paragraph

6b)

AMCR 385-224, Change 11, 30 October

1964, Change 12, 9 November 1964

Safety—AMC Safety Manual

AMCR 750-20, 11 January 1965

Maintenance of Supplies and Equipment,

Ammunition Peculiar Equipment (See

Paragraph 5c(5)).
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MOVING SKID
TRAPS PATH CLEANER

A forklift was being used to move a skid-

mounted machine that weighed 8,000
pounds. After the load was in motion, the

worker supervising the operation saw that

the skid might strike a roll of barrier paper
which was standing against the wall. With-
out warning the operator of his intention,

he quickly stepped forward to move the

paper. He was too late. The moving skid

pinned his foot against the wall.

The forklift operator moved the skid away
from the wall after hearing the trapped

man’s shouts. Two employees who were

working nearby rushed to the assistance of

the injured man, sat him down and called

the plant infirmary for aid. His injury was

found to be a badly bruised left heel, which

caused him four days absence from work.

To prevent similar accidents the rolls of

barrier paper were placed on a pallet and
moved. The workers were instructed on the

importance of moving all loose items out of

the path of operations and of the danger of

getting into the path of a moving machine
without alerting the operator.
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USES HIS HEAD

An enlisted man was one of a work crew

in the field. A truck had stopped nearby

momentarily. As it started, the EM jumped
on the running board, without informing

the driver, to hitch a ride to a point a short

way down the road. As the driver slowed

down, the EM jumped off, stumbled, fell

on his back and struck the back of his head.

The driver was the first to reach the EM
and found him unconscious. The EM stood

up, after regaining consciousness, com-
plaining of a headache and that he could

not remember what happened. He was
returned to duty since he said that he felt

all right.

By the end of the work day his headache

was worse, and he felt stomach sickness. EM
was taken to the hospital. X-rays revealed

that the EM sustained a fractured skull.

Estimated stay in the hospital was to be 30
days.

In order to preclude recurrence of this

type of accident the following actions were

taken:

1. The policy relative to passengers riding

in and on motor vehicles (par 15e(3), AR
385-55) was discussed with all supervisors.

2. Supervisors were directed to include

vehicle safety in training programs not less

than each quarter, and to enforce strictly

all safety regulations related to passengers

mounting and jumping off moving vehicles.

3. All motor vehicle drivers were in-

structed not to put vehicles in motion until

all passengers are properly seated.

MACHINE HOLDS
MECHANIC PRISONER

The mechanic was told to adjust the

brakes of a fork-lift truck. He found it

necessary to raise the mast about a foot to

obtain access to the adjustors on the front

wheels. He blocked the mast in place with a

2 x 4’ x 12 piece of lumber.

The mechanic used a Hoor creeper while

performing the adjustments. While moving
from the rear to the front of the front

wheel he put his hand on the wooden mast

block for leverage. His tug on the lumber

was sufficient to pull it out of place. The
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mast dropped and wedged the man’s finger

in the mast track framework. Unable to free

his finger, he cried out for help. The shop

foreman heard his cries and investigated.

The foreman used a crowbar to raise the

mast enough to free the trapped finger.

The mechanic was treated at the Post

Dispensary and returned to duty. Thereafter

he received periodic treatments. The injured

finger continued to trouble him until surgery

was performed at a U. S. Public Health

Hospital.

All maintenance personnel at the installa-

tion were reinstructed on the hazards they

might encounter while working under equip-

ment and on the use of proper blocking

materials and methods. The blocking of

forklift masts for similar repair work was

discontinued. Instead of being blocked, the

masts are now being chained in place.

A

BARBECUE FIRE

IGNITES

BYSTANDER

A fire had been started in a portable

barbecue unit by an enlisted man. In order

to improve the fire, the EM used some
commercial denatured wood alcohol that

had been on hand for several months. He
poured this on the smoldering coals.

A second soldier, standing nearby and
downwind, was a spectator. When the

alcohol came into contact with the live

coals, flames erupted. The flames and burn-

ing liquid flashed out of the pit and on the

clothing and hands of the watching soldier.

His clothes ignited and he tried unsuccess-

fully to beat out the fire with his hands.

The enlisted man who had tossed the

alcohol on the fire came to his rescue with

a blanket. Before the fire could be smother-

ed, the soldier who had been watching the

fire received first and second degree burns

on his face, hands, abdomen, and thighs.

In an effort to prevent similar accidents,

military personnel at the installation were
instructed on the proper use of highly

flammable materials in starting fires. The
grave danger of using flammable liquids on
live coals was stressed. The daily bulletin

was used to remind civilians as well as

military personnel of the hazard.
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LEG BREAK

FOLLOWS

WRENCH BREAK

A machine tool operator was securing

a 90 mm gun tube in a lathe. To put the

tube in proper alignment he tried to move it

about .010 inch “against the tightened jaws

of the chuck by using a chuck wrench with

a 24-inch handle. The tube did not move
easily. He applied more pressure by putting

his feet close together and pulling as hard

as he could. The wrench broke suddenly

and he fell backwards to the floor. As he

fell his right leg twisted under him and was

broken.

Investigation revealed that the wrench

broke through the square end that had

fitted into the Allen-type head of the chuck

screw. The wrench had no visible defects

and was of such size that it should not have

broken even though it was being used

improperly by a workman who had assumed
an unsafe position. The wrench was then

examined in a laboratory, where it was found

that it has been made of the wrong type of

steel. When heat treated, the metal had
become hard and brittle instead of ductile

and tough.

It was also discovered that the tool was an

old one that had been made before the

installation had established a system that

locally-made tools must be designed in its

Tool Design Section and checked by the

Safety Office. Designs include specifications

for the type of steel to be used and the

heat treatment to be received.

Three measures were taken to prevent

similar accidents. All chuck wrenches of the

type that broke were immediately taken out

of service. The operators were instructed

that the last few thousandths of alignment

should not be obtained by pulling against

tightened chuck jaws. Special training on

hand tool safety was given throughout the

installation.
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PLANNING PRODUCES
SHOP SAFETY

G. W. Lintner, Safety Officer

Rock Island Arsenal

For its Research and Engineering Divi-

sion’s Prototype Branch, Rock Island Arsenal

has set up a work area that minimizes the

likelihood of accidents. The branch’s opera-

tions require the use of new and untried

materials, methods and test procedures.

Planning, proper plant layout and the use of

standard machine shop safety practices are

required to cope with the hazards that

might appear to be inherent in the unit’s

work.

To achieve efficiency and safety through-

out the area use is made of complete color

coding, rigid housekeeping, an overhead

double-rail hoist line, an overhead con-

trolled pressure air system, and personal

protective equipment.

All machinery guards, focal points,

electrical facilities, first-aid equipment, and
fire equipment are painted to meet the

requirements of the applicable color coding

directives. Contrasting colors not only pro-
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vide warnings to the employees but also

make the shop a show place for visiting

dignitaries.

Housekeeping is stressed in the Prototype

Branch. Aisle lines are fresh and clean and

aisles and machine work areas are kept

swept. Trash, clean rags, oily rags, and

machined chips are placed in separate

receptacles, and every work tool fixture is

returned to its proper storage location when
not in use. Each machine is supplied with an

oil resistant rubber floor mat that is kept

clean and free of chips and machine cool-

ants.

The layout of the shop area provides a

private aisle to the main aisle for every

machine. Each main aisle leads to the

building exit aisle. This affords an open

area around each machine for storage of

material, access by materials handling

equipment, and an unobstructed working

area for each machinist.

During planning emphasis was given to

the layout of the machines with respect to

the overhead hoist system. The location of

every piece of hoisting apparatus was first

laid out. The machinery was then placed in

positions where each would receive the

maximum advantages from the availability

of the hoists.

The engine lathes and boring mills are

supplied by a double track with bridge that

extends from one end of the area to the

other. This system is able to remove the

chucks, face plates and other heavy items

from each machine.

The vertical mills have a single track

system that extends the full length of the

wing covering all machines and inspection

tables. The track is so situated that any
material can be taken from the elevator and
directed to any mill on the line.

The compressed air, used for power tools

and the removal of particles from machined
parts, is controlled by central pressure regu-

lators in the ceiling. There are two air

systems, one of full line pressure to supply

the air-powered hand tools and one of a

controlled pressure to supply the air nozzles

used for cleaning at each individual ma-
chine. These overhead controls remove the

possibility of anyone inadvertently using

excessive air pressure for cleaning and
eliminate the need for air nozzles to con-

trol the flow, although these are also used as

an added control.

The use of personal protective clothing

and equipment is stressed. Eye protection

is mandatory for all personnel in the area,

whether employees or visitors. When heavy

materials are handled, toe protection is

required for all personnel, including the

shop foreman. Ear protection is mandatory
for any job where the noise level is believed

to be damaging to the employee. Full face

shields, welders helmets, sweatbands,
respirators, and other items are used as

different operations require.

These practices have created an area

where, in approximately ten years, there has

been only one disabling injury and an

average of less than two minor injuries per

month, for a complement of approximately

sixty people. This record alone proves that

basic safety principles, properly applied,

can make possible an impressive safety

record.
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REVIEW OF 1964

WESTERN STATES

MILITARY-CIVILIAN TRAFFIC

SAFETY CONFERENCE

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FINDINGS

It is recognized that AMC Subordinate

Commands, installations and activities have

active programs in effect to prevent motor

vehicle accidents. However, in view of the

constant and serious motor vehicle accident

problem each AMC element should review

and add to its accident prevention program

recommendations provided below.

The following is an extract from an

address by Donald S. Buck, Director of

Safety, United States Continental Army
Command:
“From the seventy-nine specific resolu-

tions and recommendations growing out of

the conference, we have winnowed out all

except those for which the public, the press,

the people, and the problem demand con-

sideration by the states for adoption.
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The Western States Military-Civilian

Traffic Satety Conference recommends that

each state, and where appropriate, each

military agency:

1. Establish a meaningful incentive pro-

gram to recognize safe driving. This could

be in the form of reduced fees, extended

license tenure, or tax recompense.

2. Adopt the Uniform Vehicle Code, the

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices,

and the recommendations contained in the

Action Program of the President’s Com-
mittee for Traffic Safety.

3. Adopt Driver License compacts with

other states and with the military services.

4. Require use of the Social Security

number as the driver license number and,

additionally, utilize a color coding system

to identify drivers under 21 years of age.

5. Establish periodic vehicle safety in-

spection programs.

6. Present initial driver licenses to young
drivers in formal judicial action attended

by parent or guardian.

7. Control and regulate location of high-

way billboard and advertising devices to

lessen distraction.

8. Provide a mandatory driver education

course in all high schools, to include empha-
sis on proper attitude and defensive driving.

9. Enact “good Samaritan” legislation

to protect medical personnel who administer

emergency treatment at accident scenes

from charges of malpractice.

10. Provide medical representation on all

boards concerned with physical or mental
evaluation of drivers and assure the medical
examination of each driver whose accident

involvement makes him suspect.

11. Support and solicit assistance from
moral-emphasis groups and organizations.

12. Require that before any vehicle can be
offered for sale, it must be inspected and
certified mechanically sound by a qualified

automobile mechanic.

13. Actively seek greater support from
public information media in all aspects of

traffic safety programs.

Additionally, from the Senior Com-
manders’ Workshop, the following recom-

mendations, specifically applicable to the

Military agencies were made:
1. Driver training, with emphasis on

attitude, moral responsibility, and defensive

driving, be provided to each recruit during

early phase of training.

2. All training courses leading to pro-

motion through the three lower grades

include instruction designed to extend the

basic driver training.

3. All officers, non-commissioned offi-

cers, and supervisory personnel be required

to provide continuing instruction in these

subject areas.

4. Effective driver incentive programs be

established for all Military personnel who
drive.
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BOX ELIMINATES
SCALDING HAZARD

Cornhusker Arrny Ammunition Plant

narrowly escaped a lost time injury when a

fan belt broke on a Galion road roller, model

S-226-TG5. The operator was rolling oil

patches when the belt parted and he was

unaware of the break. The motor’s cooling

water temperature rose and the radiator

cap blew off.

The operator on this road roller model

sits directly to the left front of the radiator.

When the cap blew off he was sprayed

with a mixture of hot antifreeze and water.

He received second degree burns on his

forearm and upper arm and first degree

burns on his back.

To prevent a recurrence of the accident

a small metal box, shown in the accompany-
ing sketch, was fabricated and installed on

the equipment.

When this and other types of equipment
lack a safety device, action might also be

taken to install a temperature gauge and
relief device in the form of an overflow pipe

similar to that used on automobiles. These
should warn the operator of a dangerous
rise in temperature and prevent an accident-

producing buildup of pressure.

FABRICATED RADIATOR FILL CAP SAFETY COVER
FOR

GALION ROLLER MODEL NO. S226-TG5
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MOVABLE SHIELDS

PROTECT GAS
CYLINDERS

Frank Lesniewski, Safety Officer

Rock Island Arsenal

At Rock Island Arsenal the same booths

are utilized for both electric arc and oxy-

acetylene welding and cutting. Safety

regulations require the gas cylinders to be

placed at a location or distance from the

welding and cutting operations where they

will not be in contact with sparks, hot

slag or flame. As this was not practical

within the booth, the Arsenal designed metal

shields or cabinets, on casters for easy

movement, to protect the cylinders. Vent
holes are provided in the metal curtains for

the escape of gas from the enclosure in the

event a leak would develop around the

regulator or valves.

Photograph 1 shows unshielded cylinders and an arc

welder before the shield has been rolled into place.

Photograph 2 shows the same scene after the

cylinders have been covered.
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CUSHIONING STRIP MACHINE

W. E. McLaughlin

Senior Industrial Engineer

Radford Army Ammunition Plant

(Safety personnel frequently talk about

“engineering” safety into a product or

process. In the following article Mr.
McLaughlin tells how a process was en-

gineered to provide increased safety for the

worker and to reduce the likelihood of

damages to the product.)

In the manufacture of the Improved
Honest John Rocket at Radford Army
Ammunition Plant resin-bonded Fiberglas

cushioning strips are used in the motor to

protect the propellant grain from shock

encountered in shipping and handling and to

provide gas porting areas for pressure equali-
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zation during firing. Six cushioning strips,

each having a total length of approximately

128 inches, a width of 8.25 inches and
varying in thickness from 0.0625 to 0.2500

inches, are equally spaced around the

inside periphery of the motor casing.

In the original installation method these

strips were installed by hand, with each full-

length strip being composed of two pieces

that were butt-joined at the midpoint of the

motor. To place the strips in the motor, an

operator crawled into the 22-inch diameter

motor and scribed an initial placement or

reference mark along the entire motor
length. With the reference line established

he was then in a position (still inside the

motor) to receive the first section of strip

from another operator assisting him from

outside the motor. The first section, prepared

outside with a hand-troweled coating of

cement, was pressed into position along the

scribed line. The assisting operator then

passed in the second section of strip, and it

was put into place, thus completing the

first full-length cushioning strip. A specified

distance was measured radially from the

first strip, the motor was rotated, and the

second required length of strip was ce-

mented to the motor interior. This sequence

of operations was then repeated until all

six full-length strips were in place. This

manual operation was awkward, laborious

and time consuming. It also presented the

safety problem of forced-draft ventilation

for the operator inside the motor while his

maneuverability was considerably hindered

due to the protective equipment he was

required to wear to protect himself from the

small glass fibers from the strips. (Photo 1)

Because of the small clearance existing

between the cushioning strips and the grain.

the fragile nature of the Fiberglas strips,

the butt joining in the two-piece strips, and
a grain-to-motor case alignment problem,

much difficulty was encountered in loading

the propellant motor without strip damage.
Damage to the cushioning strips, or obstruc-

tion of the porting areas resulting from

motor loading (which could cause rocket

malfunction), generally required removing

the propellant, repairing the cushioning

strips and reloading the motor.

Radford Army Ammunition Plant re-

quested and received funding from Pica-

tinny Arsenal for a production engineering

project to develop methods and/or equip-

ment for alleviating the difficulties en-

countered with insertion of cushioning strips

and subsequent loading of grains in the

Improved Honest John motors.

The original cushioning strips were
factory-scored at a depth of approximately

one-half of the strip thickness for the full

length of the strip. The incisions were about

one-half inch apart across the strip width of

8.25 inches. Each of the 12 sections had to be

hand-worked, rolled, or broken along the

scored lines so that it would be flexible

enough to follow the contour of the motor.

The flat strips were inherently stiff, and
without this time-consuming hand-working

operation, the strip would have enough
resilience to tend to return to its flat shape,

thus becoming separated from the interior

surface of the motor.

It was decided that the ideal design for the

new Fiberglas cushioning strips would be a

full-length strip, molded to conform to the

motor radius. Specifications were sent to

several manufacturing firms for their bids

on producing the strips in quantity. As a

result of this inquiry, a contact was awarded
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PHOTO 1

Before the special cushioning strip machine was
developed a workman at the Radford Army Ammuni-
tion Plant had to crawl inside the 22-inch diameter
motor to install the Fiberglas strips.

for fabrication of tooling and production of

a pilot lot of strips.

Concurrently with the cushioning strip

work, design of a machine which would
eliminate hand placement of the strips was

undertaken. After an investigation of strip

placement and motor specifications, it was

apparent that there were several critical

aspects that would govern the design of a

machine. In order to space equally and
cement six Fiberglas cushioning strips about

the inside motor surface, it was necessary

to have a 128-inch long fixture, supported

at one end only, and having a diameter of at

least 20 inches. This suggested a machine
having a cantilevered element containing

the operating mechanisms. The cantilevered

section would have expanding and contract-

ing fixtures with provisions for holding and
then releasing the cushioning strips at the

current point.

It was obvious that a machine of this

type, with an adequate support structure,

would be quite heavy. Therefore, it was
necessary to make the machine stationary

and design a special cart that would trans-

port the motor to and align it with the

mandrel. It was also necessary to provide

a means to rotate the mandrel and an

indexing lock that would position and hold

the mandrel. (Photo 2)

The expanding elements (strip platens)

were designed to compensate for variations

in motor dimensions, such as inside diameter

with Pyrolock coating, camber, and ovality.

This was accomplished by spring mounting
the platens to provide the necessary degree

of freedom. Also, it was necessary to sup-

port the thinner, less resilient cushioning

strips (one-eighth and one-sixteenth inch

thick) with a sheet of rubber, thus permitting

them to conform more readily to any motor
surface irregularities such as weld beads or

uneven distributions of Pyrolock insulation

coating.

One of the more difficult problems was the

design of the strip-retaining mechanism.
Devices were needed along the edges of the

strip platen that would hold and protect

the strips up to the point of contact with

the motor interior, at which time they would
retract while the platen would place and
hold the strips for bonding. This was ac-

complished by locating cam-operated
devices on the platen edges that had over-

lapping lips to hold the strips. Just before

strip placement, upon full mandrel expan-

sion, the retaining devices would be actuated

by the inside motor surface, to cam away
from the strips and allow the platens to

press the strips into their correct positions

for bonding. The devices were designed
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PHOTO 2
The cart in the foreground transports the motor and
aligns it with the mandrel at the far end of the
tracks.

so that the strips would be released only

when they were in a position to be properly

placed and bonded. (Photo 3)

Final machine specifications were estab-

lished and a contract was awarded for

fabrication and testing of the mandrel. Upon
completion of this work, the machine was

shipped to Radford Army Ammunition Plant

where it was assembled with its base-

supporting structure and installed in a

permanent area of operation.

A quality assurance investigation was

conducted at Radford Army Ammunition

Plant to evaluate machine performance. The
results of the investigation showed that

the machine would satisfactorily assemble

cushioning strips in the Improved Honest

John motor. There was indication that the

bond effected by the machine was superior

to that obtained manually. It was apparent

that the quality of the cushioning surfaces

was improved and that the contoured strips

provided a wrinkle free, seamless bearing

surface for motor loading. (Photo 4) It was

found also that motors having machine-in-

stalled, contoured, full-length strips could
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PHOTO 3
The cushioning strip insertion machine mandrel is

shown above.
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PHOTO 4
The cushioning strips shown in this Improved Honest
John motor were installed by the machjne.

be reloaded without extensive reconditioning

work. Not only was the improved cushioning

strip better for the job it was to perform,

and the strip-placement machine superior to

the hand-placement method, but a higher

quality, better product was produced in a

safer manner at a lower cost.

It was recommended that the machine be

put into production use for all future re-

quirements involving cushioning strip in-

stallation in the Improved Honest John
motors; and it, together with the new
cushioning strips, were placed onstream in

the Improved Honest John manufacture.
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PROTECTIVE FACE MASKS
FOR

PYROTECHNICS OPERATIONS
Safety Division, Picatinny Arsenal

In preparation for experimental work on

pyrotechnics, Picatinny Arsenal felt that it

would be most desirable to have a face

shield and head covering which could

protect the operator from the intensive

heat generated by certain flares, igniters,

tracers, delay and other pyrotechnics com-

positions when they burned. Before a

selection was made three types of face

masks or hoods were tested. These are as

follows:

1. The nitrometer-type mask, constructed

of plastic Fiberglas frame with a visor

aperture of clear plastic, 7 1/2” x 12” and
.060” thick. Attached to the bottom of the

frame is a bib of uniform twill, treated to

make it flame resistant. The mask is held

from the head and face by a conventional

head gear (a normal head harness band).

It is customary to wear this mask over a

uniform twill helmet and coverall, treated to

be flame resistant. The weight of this mask
and bib is 15 ounces. (This is the center

mask in Photo 1.)

2. A complete hood of asbestos cloth

suspended from a hard hat which is held on

the head by the conventional head gear.

The visor of the hood is a curved pane of

laminated safety glass, approximately 5 x

7” and one-fourth inch thick. The hood
weighs five pounds. (This mask appears on
the left in Photo 1.)

3.

A similar complete hood of asbestos

cloth as No. 2 above, except that the asbestos

cloth has been sprayed with aluminum on

the outside. This hood weighs four and one-

half pounds. (This is the mask on the right

in Photo 1.)

These masks were suspended from a plank

resting on two wooden boxes as shown in

Photo 1. A combustible container of five

pounds of a typical flare composition was

placed in front of the masks at the approxi-

mate level where it would be on a bench if a

man were working with it. A cord was

attached to the frame to permit the masks to

be withdrawn from the flames as soon as the

fire started to simulate an operator jumping

away from a flash. The composition was

ignited with a squib from behind a barricade

and the cord was pulled.

The results of the test are shown in Photo

2. The visor and bib of the nitrometer type

mask were completely incinerated. The
frame was not damaged except for dis-

coloration. The glass visors in the other two

hoods were heavily smoked and very slightly

pitted. The asbestos cloth was also smoked.

The smoke discoloration was easily removed

from the glass visor and the aluminum
glazed hood. The bare asbestos hood was

permanently discolored by the smoke. This

detracted from the appearance but had no



effect on the serviceability of the hood as a

protection.

Picatinny Arsenal recommends the use of

the asbestos cloth type hood as protection

against a flash fire of pyrotechnics for

quantities greater than laboratory scale.

The aluminum-coated hood is preferred

because of its ability to reflect radiant

heat.

Photo 1 shows two asbestos-cloth hoods and a

nitrometer-type hood ready to be exposed to the

flames from five pounds of pyrotechnic flare

composition.

Photo 2 shows the appearance of the items after

exposure. The accompanying article contains

Picatinny Arsenal recommendations based upon the

test.
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GENERAL SAFETY GUIDE
FOR LASER USERS

Division of Operational Safety

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

With the growing use of the laser as a

research tool in the laboratory, exposures

of people uninformed of its hazards also

increase. Seldom does the published litera-

ture make mention of the hazards associated

with the use of the laser, such as: possible

eye or skin burns, temporary blinding from

the “pumping light’
’ ,

electric shock hazards,

hazards of handling liquid gases, and of

working around glass equipment subject

to extreme temperature changes.

The Argonne National Laboratory group

has prepared a set of guides that we believe

may be useful to others who are planning

to use lasers or are now operating them.

These are reproduced below with permission

from the Argonne National Laboratory.

LASER OPERATION

SAFETY GUIDELINES

“1. The area in which a laser is used will

be regarded as a controlled area limited to

those whose work requires access to the

room. Control shall be indicated by the use

of signs on each door to the room.
“2. An audible signal shall be associated

with the charging of the laser capacitor and

shall be sufficiently intense and distinctive to

alert all in the area of the imminent firing

of the laser.

“3. All lasers will be equipped with key-

lock switches which will permit removal of

the key only when the circuit is open. The
key or keys will be assigned to the authorized

users of the equipment who shall be re-

sponsible for its operation at all times.

“4. The potential for specular reflections

shall be minimized by the removal of all

unnecessary shiny surfaces in the general

direction of the beam. Such reflections may
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arise not only from mirrors and the front

surfaces of lenses, but even objects which
we ordinarily regard as innocuous from this

point of view, such as doorknobs, polished

table tops or walls, metal or glass containers,

etc. Laser safety glasses are available which
are effective for reducing the intensity of

laser reflections. These safety glasses must be

tested periodically to assure continued

protection since some have been found to

deteriorate with time and exposure.

“5. No one should look directly into a

laser beam even while wearing optical

absorbing lenses or at a distance calculated

to be adequate. Off-axis viewing may be

equally as dangerous as on-axis viewing

since reflections are difficult to predict.

“6. All lasers should be contained within

some suitable shield so that uninformed

personnel who may gain access to the area

cannot be injured by accidental exposure.

The light source (pumping light) of the

solid state laser should also be shielded to

protect operating personnel from the

brilliant flashes and the fragments from

lamps which may explode.

“7. Electric shock and burns resulting

from input power or capacitor discharge

may cause serious injury or death. Proper

maintenance of cables, connectors, cabinets

and switches is essential. Capacitors should

be discharged before cleaning or before

repairs are made. Since capacitors can retain

a charge even when the power is discon-

nected, bleeder resistors should be provided

and left in the circuit until the laser is to be

employed again. Units should be flashed

once after the switch is turned off to remove

most of the residual charge from the capaci-

tors. The operator should not leave the

equipment until all voltage is removed
from the capacitors as indicated by a zero

voltage reading on the meter. Covers over
high-voltage circuits should be interlocked

to prevent access to energized components.
A tagout or lockout system should be used
to provide assurance that all connections
are made with power supplies disconnected.

Noncurrent carrying components including

instrumentation, chassis, etc., should be
grounded.

“8. The laser should be operated, where
possible, in a well lighted room to avoid

enlarging the pupils and thereby minimizing
access to the retina.

“9. Various liquid gases used as coolants

for the crystals of pulsed lasers can cause

severe burns if they contact the skin or

eyes. Minimum protection for personnel
who handle liquid gases should be gloves

(impervious, quick removal type), face

shields and safety glasses.

“10. The area in which a laser is em-
ployed should be free of all unshielded

combustible material because of the demon-
strated ability of a laser beam to ignite paper
at distances up to 20 feet. Shielding drapes

should be tested by exposure to the beam
before use.

“11. Any incident
^
involving persisting

after-images of any light source should be
reported to the Health Division immedi-
ately.’’

This article was extracted from Issue

No. 194 of the U. S. Army Atomic Energy
Commission “Health and Safety Informa-

tion’’ bulletin.

(Editors Note: See pages 5 and 9, January
1964 Safety Digest for other laser articles.)
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THERMAL

UNDERWEAR
CAN BE

DANGEROUS

Certain kinds of thermal underwear have

proven to be burn hazards to workers. Men
have received serious and fatal burns

because they were wearing thermal under-

wear.

There are two general types of thermal

underwear on the market.

One is a thermal-knit cotton, patterned

after regular underwear. Because it has the

same slow-burning characteristics of any
cotton cloth, it presents no particular

problems.

The other consists of quilted-synthetic

materials and is much warmer than the

thermal-knit cotton type. (Dacron-quilted

between nylon is a common type of con-

struction). While these materials do not

catch fire any easier than cotton, once

they start burning, the synthetics melt and
form a hot plastic mass similar to hot pitch.

This clings to the skin and can increase the

severity of a burn.

Personnel who are employed in areas

where they are exposed to sparks, embers,

flames, or other sources of ignition should

avoid wearing the latter type of thermal

underwear.

(NSC Construction Safety Release)
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PROTECTIVE DEVICE

FOR

POWER MOWERS
James Bosson & Linn Paulison

Safety Division, Picatinny Arsenal

The acres ot grass and the fields of vege-

tation surrounding the ranges, fire breaks

and buildings of Picatinny Arsenal require

attention the year round. During the mow-
ing season, the purring of power mowers
near roads, driveways, walkways and paths

warn pedestrians to avoid them. Of course

our operators wear the prescribed safety

gear and are well protected, but the whir-

ring mower blades often hurl foreign objects.

Two employees of the Picatinny Arsenal

Safety Division devised a guard which could

be manufactured locally from scrap mater-

ials and which, they contended, would elimi-

nate the possibility of missile throwing.

Experimentation was authorized.

The accompanying photo shows the de-

vice mounted on a tractor with a 30-inch

rotary mower attachment most commonly
used at this installation in heavily vegetated

areas.

The commercially supplied front and rear

fenders (see Photo A) were removed from the

mower hood. A 3/4-inch round steel rod,

bent in a semicircle, was mounted in place

of the front fender. Spacer bars with a 3-

inch length were tack welded on to the rod.

This was covered with a 1/4-inch wire mesh
to facilitate cleaning when the mower be-

comes clogged by matted grass. A series of

three links of nontempered chain were then

welded by their top links to the semicircular

bar. These short chains hang down inde-

pendently. Two strips of 1/8” x 3” rubber
were riveted to the front fender which was
then fastened to the rear of the hood (see

Photo B).

Any missile picked up by the mower be-

comes enmeshed in the chain or its velocity

is absorbed by the rubber, causing it to fall

harmlessly to the ground.

Although a somewhat similar chain guard

may be obtained from the manufacturer, the

device improvised at Picatinny Arsenal pro-

vides superior protection to the operator and
to bystanders.
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Photo A—Commercially supplied 30" rotary mower
attachment is shown before alteration.

Photo B—Picture shows appearance of 30” rotary

mower attachments before and after modifications

made at Picatinny Arsenal.
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Here are ten questions that will test your

knowledge of a variety of safety require-

ments. The answers to all of them may be

found in AMCR 385-224. How many can

you answer without a quick search of the

regulation? The correct answers and refer-

ences are shown on pages 39 and 40.
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1. When must platforms upon which exit

doors open be provided with safety

chutes, ramps, or stairways with hand
rails?

Answer:

Reference:

2. What is the recommended size for fire

symbol plaques to be used on rail cars

and motor vehicles transporting ammu-
nition and explosives?

Answer:

Reference:

3. What is the minimum classification of

portable fire extinguishers required to

be used on motor vehicles transporting

explosives?

Answer:

Reference:

4. Are red lights permitted on the front of

vehicles transporting explosives and
ammunition on public roads or high-

ways?

Answer:

Reference:

5. What are the inspection and testing re-

quirements for lightning protection

systems?

6. How often should elevator shafts and all

elevator equipment be inspected?

Answer:

Reference:

7. What is the maximum amount of explos-

ives that may be destroyed by chemical

methods?

Answer:

Reference:

8. What is the maximum resistance to

ground permitted on all conductive

parts of equipment utilized in hazard-

ous locations?

Answer:

Reference:

9. Is bulk storage of charcoal authorized?

Answer:

Reference:

10.

What is unusual about the pockets used

on explosives plant clothing?

Answer:

Reference:

Answer:

Reference:
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CG, TECOM PRESENTS FY1964 AMC SAFETY AWARDS
During ceremonies conducted at the USATECOM AMC safety awards to installations and activities

Commanders Conference, Major General James W. within his Command.
Sutherland, Jr., CG, TECOM presented FY 1964

Major General James W. Sutherland, Jr. (left). Com-
manding General of the U.S. Army Test and Evalua-

tion Command, and Lt. Col. Keith L. Warren, Com-
manding Officer, Jefferson Proving Ground, are

shown during presentation of the AMC Award of

Honor for Safety for FY 1964 to Jefferson PG.

Major General James W. Sutherland, Jr. (left), pre-

sents the AMC Award of Merit for Safety to Colonel

Frederick F. Quist, President of the U.S. Army Air

Defense Board.
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The AMC Award of Merit for Safety is presented by

Major General James W. Sutherland, Jr. to Colonel

Emmet R. White, President of the U. S. Army Armor

Board.

Lt. Col. Andrew Spencer, Commanding Officer, Erie

Proving Ground, receives the AMC Award of Merit

^ for Safety from Major General James W. Sutherland,

| Jr., during ceremonies conducted at a USATECOM
Commanders Conference.

Major General James W. Sutherland, Jr., is shown
presenting the AMC Commendation for Safety for

FY1964to Col. Robert C. Williams, President of the

U. S. Army Infantry Board.
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OFFICE, PROJECT MANAGER, NIKE-X
WINS AMC SAFETY AWARD

Maj. Gen. John G. Zierdt (left), CG, MICOM presents

the AMC Commendation for Safety to Col. Ivey O.

Drewry, Project Manager, Nike-X. Personnel of the

Office, Nike-X have operated two consecutive years

(FY1963 and FY1964) without a recordable accident.

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL AWARDS
AMC installations listed below have been

notified that the National Safety Council

has recognized their safety programs with

appropriate safety awards.

Springfield Armory was awarded the NSC
Award of Honor for achieving 3,406,968

manhours without a disabling injury from

9 February 1964 to 5 November 1964.

Seneca Army Depot personnel worked

2,234,955 manhours without a disabling

injury from 1 June 1964 to 15 November

1964 for which a NSC Award of Merit will

be received.

Umatilla Army Depot was notified that

it has qualified for a NSC Award of Merit

for operating 1,023,143 manhours without

a disabling injury from 11 November 1963

to 15 November 1964.

Tooele Army Depot was awarded the NSC
Award of Honor for achieving 4,902,638

manhours without a disabling injury from

24 June 1964 to 17 November 1964.
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MISSILE COMMAND AMC FY1964
SAFETY AWARD PRESENTATIONS

For its safety record in fiscal year 1964, the Army
Missile Support Command received the Army
Materiel Command's Award of Merit. Maj. Gen.

John G. Zierdt (left) Commanding General, Army
Missile Command, presents the safety award to

Col. Thomas W. Cooke, AMSC Commander.

Brig. Gen Howard P. Persons, Deputy Commanding
General, Missile Command, for Air Defense Systems
is shown presenting an AMC Commendation for

Safety to the Charlotte Army Missile Plant. Left to

right above are: G. C. Neff, Safety Engineer at the

Plant; A. D. Jamtaas, Vice Pres, and Acting General
Manager; Brig. General Persons; and Maj. Floyd
Teller, CO of the Charlotte Plant.
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CG, MOCOM PRESENTS
FY1964 AMC SAFETY AWARDS

During an award ceremony held at Hq, MOCOM.
Major General A. K. Sibley presented AMC safety

awards to elements of his Command. Although not
shown below. Brig. General T. B. Simpson received

an AMC Award of Merit for personnel of the Mobility

Equipment Center.

General Sibley is shown presenting the AMC Award
of Honor to Mr. L. Z. Braun, Contracting Officer,

Michigan Army Missile Plant, for the best safety
program within the Mobility and Electronics
Commands during FY1964.

General Simpson receives the AMC Award of Merit

as a stand-in for Brig. General Schiltz, CG, U. S.

Army Aviation Materiel Command.



Genera! Sibley is shown presenting AMC Awards of

Merit for Safety to General B. J. Leon Hirshorn for

U. S. Army Tank-Automotive Center (top photo) and
Cleveland Army Tank-Automotive Plant (bottom
photo).
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PICATINNY ARSENAL RECEIVES
TWO SAFETY AWARDS

Maj. Gen. Floyd A. Hansen (left center), CG,
MUCOM, is shown presenting to Col. H. H. Wishart,

CO, Picatinny Arsenal, the AMC Award of Merit for

the Arsenal's FY1964 safety program, and a NSC

Award of Honor for operating over 3,000,000
manhours without a disabling injury. Others are

Ernest W. VanPatten, MUCOM Safety Director, (left)

and Allen C. Johnston, Acting Chief of the Arsenal's

Safety Division (right).

WATERVLIET ARSENAL RECEIVES
AMC AWARD OF MERIT

Watervliet Arsenal's FY1964 safety program earned

recognition in the form of an AMC Award of Merit.

Brig. Gen. Charles M. Prosser (left). Deputy Com-
mander of the U. S. Army Weapons Command,

made the award presentation. Shown receiving the

framed document are Col. Keith T. O'Keefe, Arsenal

Commander, and Frank J. McGinnis, the Arsenal

Safety Director.
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Here are the answers to the questions on
pages 30 and 31. All questions were based
on information contained in AMCR 385-

224, and a reference to the pertinent para-

graph follows each answer.

1. When platforms are four feet or higher

above the ground, safety chutes, ramps,

or stairways with rails shall be provided.

Reference: Paragraph 508, AMCR
385-224.
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2. The recommended size of the plaque

is not less than 16 inches square, with a

symbol not less than 12 inches high.

Reference: Paragraph 1222a, AMCR
385-224.

3. Class 1-B, C.

Reference: Paragraph 2205d, AMCR
385-224.

4. Red lights are not permitted at any time

on the front of vehicles transporting

explosives and ammunition.

Reference: Paragraph 2205e, AMCR
385-224.

5. Lightning protection systems shall be
visually inspected semi-annually and
shall be tested once each year for

electrical continuity and adequacy of

ground.

Reference: Paragraph 821a, AMCR
385-224.

6. Quarterly inspections should be made of

elevator shafts and equipment.

Reference: Paragraph 906, AMCR
385-224.

7. Twenty-eight grams of explosives

constitute the largest quantity that may
be destroyed by chemical means.

Reference: Paragraph 302, AMCR
385-224.

8. Twenty-five ohms resistance is per-

mitted unless 10 ohms is required for

lightning protection.

Reference: Paragraph 704a, AMCR
385-224.

9. Bulk storage or charcoal is prohibited.

Reference: Paragraph 1317b, AMCR
385-224.

10.

Lattice type pockets are used on ex-

plosive plant clothing.

Reference: Paragraph 1006b, AMCR
385-224.
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